
Search Pipeline Positions Automations

Filters

Location

Citizenship/ 
Clearance

Position title

Salary

JD John D. - Software Engineer

Assign status
Unlock contact

David Jones - Software Engineer

High priority

William Smith - Software Engineer

Offer sent

Peter Morris - Software Engineer

Hired

Contact us today for a  of the Cyberjin AI 
recruitment platform and learn how to increase productivity 
and fill openings faster, all at a lower cost.

15 min live demo
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Hi , {{First name}}

Good news –  wants to connect on Cyberjin, the 

fastest growing AI-powered Job Platform free for Job Seekers.

{{Company’s Name}}

Check our most relevant position  below. You 

can review other company’s positions and discover other top career 

matches from your Cyberjin dashboard.

{{Best Relevance score}}

Send every 90 days

The Cyberjin Difference – Fast. Accurate. Automated.

1 Organize, engage and sync your private recruiting 

database with current candidate information.

2 Expand your talent search through our public data 

sources, including LinkedIn™ global professionals and 

Cyberjin’s active job seeker network.

3 Quickly obtain a list of the top candidates through 

Cyberjin’s AI engine, which automatically pre-filters, 

scores and ranks via natural language syntax (by 

percentage match) each candidate’s qualifications.

4 Evaluate top candidates by accessing accurate candidate 

data, resumes, and contact info – directly through our 

platform - all at one low price.

5 Set up automation with our Cyberjin Talent Scoring™ to 

automatically reject unqualified applicants, and 

automatically prioritize and engage with top candidates.

6 Automate workflows directly in the app and link email 

sequences with Outlook and Gmail.

7 Push jobs and sync directly to LinkedIn at no extra cost 

and sponsor jobs to partner job boards like Indeed, 

ZipRecruiter and 200+ more while centrally managing 

them all within Cyberjin’s platform.

8 Enjoy hassle-free recruiting from job posting to new hire 

with an intuitive, simple and easy-to-use AI recruiting 

software platform.

Cyberjin AI Recruiting 
Software Platform
Increase Productivity  
Easy-to-use, Decrease Cost

Finding the right talent can be time-consuming and tedious. 

Cut through the clutter, save money and fill jobs faster with 

Cyberjin’s cutting-edge AI software.  

Our AI trained by Recruiters intelligently sources, ranks and 

identifies the most qualified candidates in seconds and then 

fully automates the engagement process to save you valuable 

time and shortlists only the most qualified candidates.

Whether used as a standalone platform or integrated with 

your current ATS system, Cyberjin will increase your recruiting 

productivity while lowering your costs.

Job description

Software Developer

AI Search by position


